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at Enzeli, on the south shore of the Caspian Sea, and sent a
column to Meshed to complete the cordon.*
In India, a more than usually determined tribal disturbance
on the part of the Mohmands had alarmed the Viceroy and
increased the apprehensions with which the internal situation
was regarded. Finally., the failure of the Dardanelles cam-
paign and the lack of success on the part of the Allies on the
Western front seemed to give occasion for a loss of British
prestige, a loss which the Viceroy feared might react unfav-
ourably on the general situation in India and the Middle
East. Consequently, intensely desirous of increasing " British
prestige " by any possible means., he very strongly expressed
in his private correspondence with the Secretary of State for
India, the importance of an advance to Baghdad, which to
him appeared to be a panacea for all political evils. Mean-
while, the General Staff in India, influenced by the com-
parative proximity to Baghdad of a small Eussian force which
had been detached from the Caucasus front and had reached
Lake Van (this detachment was actually endeavouring to turn
the Turkish right, south of Erzerum, and was not directed
against Baghdad at all), were giving favourable considera-
tion to General Nixon's proposal to advance to Kut. The
reasons for this proposal, as set out by General Nixon, were
that Kut, standing at the junction of the Tigris and its
effluent, the Hai, was a possible potential advanced base for
a hostile counter-offensive which might come either along
the Tigris to Amara, or by way of the Hai, to Nasiriyeh, the
lower Euphrates and Basra. General Nixon said this
threat, must force him to keep his troops dispersed
instead of concentrating them on the Tigris, as was his
desire. His contention, based on strategical and political
grounds, was that by occupying Kut he would be depriving
the enemy of a point which was important to him both as an
advanced base and as a centre from which the local resources
from the cultivated areas about Shattra and the Hai could
be drawn, and at the same time, be obtaining for himself a
much-needed source of supply, as well as a position from
which he could most effectively exercise control over the
Beni Lam tribes, whose attitude was an important factor
in the local political situation. General Nixon concluded
by stating that he could concentrate and maintain sufficient
troops on the Tigris to make certain of defeating the enemy
and occupying Kut and that, after its capture, his intention
* Fide Map No. 1.

